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Management of Draught Dispense System in times of low or no sale

During these uncertain times, it is wise to be conscious of stock management and best practice in the 
management of your dispense system.
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Dispense System Management

Line Cleaning:
 Continue to clean lines as usual using the cleaning 

product you normally use

 Cleaning bottles should always be left fully rinsed 

and empty

 Under no circumstances should product lines be left 

in water or line cleaning solution.

 Continue to keep all connection (cask and keg) kept 

clean

Gas System:
 Gas cylinders should be turned off at the close of 

each session or overnight 

Cellar and Beer Coolers:
 Leave beer and cellar coolers switched on at all 

times. There is a risk of spoiling beer if switched off

For advice on how to manage your dispense 

system or product range during time of 

reduced sales, please contact our Dispense 

Support Team on: 

DTSFieldService@asahibeer.co.uk

Stock Management

Limiting amount of brands on offer to a core 

range will avoid wastage and protect stock shelf 

life. An example of this is using just one tap, even 

if you normally have two taps connected to the 

same container. This helps in reducing wastage 

due to low sales, and line cleaning.

Keg product:
 Ensure your orders align with any reduction in trade 

– Used kegs within 5 days after connection

Cask products:
 Cask products connected should be sold within 3 

days once connected due to their nature

 Rotating the cask products through less beer engines 

(taps) can help reduce loss

Best Before Dates - Cask and keg beer should 

be observed to ensure product quality.
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Dispense System – Shutting down

If you are closing your outlet for a period of time to safeguard the draught system installed, these instructions will 
support you with shut down.

Carry out the following actions to reduce the risk of damage during the close down period.

Dispense Pipework

 Turn off beer coolers and disconnect all products.

 Perform a full line clean for all lines including cask (Follow line cleaner dosing guidance / No need to increase the strength of the 

line cleaner).

 At the end of the procedure blow out the lines (see blow out procedure on page 4) Do not leave lines in cleaning fluid or 

water. 

 Clean all keg connectors using your normal sanitiser and dry them. If possible wrap in cling film and secure off the floor.

 Clean all cask taps and allow to dry Do not leave them in water / if possible store cask taps in a sealed container.

 Turn off all dispense gases and disconnect from the bottle.

 Remove nozzles, clean thoroughly under warm running water with a nozzle brush, and leave to air dry and replace back in the 

appropriate tap - DO NOT LEAVE THEM TO SOAK IN ANYTHING

Glasswasher 

 Ensure glasswasher is cleaned and drained - spray all internal surfaces with food-grade sanitizer

 Remove filter and spray arms, and clean

 Leave door open to allow air circulation

Cellar Cooling

 If you still have stock in the cellar, leave the cellar cooler switched on.
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Dispense System – Reopening

If you are closing your outlet for a period of time to safeguard the draught system installed, these instructions will 
support you with both shut down and reopening. 

Following a prolonged period of system shutdown of the draught system, the following procedure should be completed.

72 Hours prior to predicted opening

 Turn on the Cellar cooling, Beer and Cask coolers

 Ensure fresh product keg and cask are in stock  

48 Hours prior to opening

 Rack, spile and tap cask products

24 Hours prior to opening

 Clean keg couplers 

 Perform a line clean following line cleaner dosing guidance (no need to increase dosage)

 Connect the products in the cellar and draw through to the dispense tap 

 Check products at the tap

 Sanitise the glasswasher and renovate all glassware

Call our customer support line (0845 6520 065) or email us on DTSFieldService@asahibeer.co.uk for advice on how to get your 

system up and running again.
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Dispense System – Blowing out Lines

If you are closing your outlet for a period of time to safeguard the draught system installed, these instructions will 
support you to blow out lines.

How to blow out lines.

 Disconnect all keg couplers, clean and sanitise

 Clean the cleaning sockets

 Attach couplers to the cleaning ring main

 Clean the lines in normal way and rinse with water

 Leave fobs in cleaning mode

 Ensure the cleaning bottle or container is empty and line cleaning feed tube is inside the bottle

 At the bar, open each tap until air is coming through every line

 Turn off cleaning gas and any assist pumps including cleaning pump

 Turn off remote coolers at the plug

 Turn gas off at individual valves and main supply


